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Synthesis of core–shell nanostructures with magnetic core and zeolitic shell is an ongoing 

challenge. Herein, we present a strategy for preparation of -Fe2O3@mesoporous silica (mSiO2) 

core-shell nanoparticles containing ultra-small domains of silicalite-1 in the shell (-

Fe2O3@mSiO2/Silicalite-1). The strategy consists in a solid-state reorganization of the 

precursor amorphous mSiO2 shell into silicalite-1 using a tetrapropylammonium hydroxide 

(TPAOH) as an organic structure-directing agent (OSDA) under mild hydrothermal (HT) 
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conditions. The formation of sililicalite-1 crystalline domains has been investigated through the 

detailed characterization of products obtained at different times of HT treatment by XRD, 

Raman spectroscopy, FTIR, SEM with EDS, TEM and nitrogen physisorption. By careful 

tuning the time of HT treatment, the -Fe2O3@mSiO2/Silicalite-1 nanostructures are prepared. 

Benefitting from the unique mesopores/microporous structure formed, the -

Fe2O3@mSiO2/Silicalite-1 core-shell nanostructure shows superior adsorption capacity to 

remove aniline from aqueous solutions than the -Fe2O3@mSiO2. Moreover, the -

Fe2O3@mSiO2/Silicalite-1 nanostructure is easily separated from aqueous solutions using 

magnetic separation technique within 1 minute.  

 

1. Introduction 

Magnetic core−shell nanostructures with porous shell hold a great promise for many 

applications, such as catalysis, separation, drug delivery, and sensing. The main advantage of 

using these structures is the facile separation from the reaction mixture through the use of an 

external magnet, which eliminates the necessity for cumbersome filtration and centrifugation 

procedures.[1] In addition, magnetically induced heating has been demonstrated to initiate 

chemical catalysis on demand.[2,3] In this respect, significant progress has been made in 

controlling the growth of porous shell on magnetic cores, particularly the mesoporous silica.[4,5] 

In contrast, the development of magnetic core with microporous shell, such as zeolite, remains 

a largely unexplored field. Zeolites, a series of microporous crystalline aluminosilicates, are 

widely applied in the fields of adsorption and catalysis,[6] and combined with magnetic 

nanoparticles appears to be a very promising prospect. For example, core@shell structures 

consisting of magnetite cores and zeolite silicalite-1 shells have been synthesized by Deng et 

al.[7] Due the high affinity for trypsin and excellent microwave-absorption ability of the 

magnetite cores, the author demonstrated that the core@shell structure is highly efficient for 

digestion of proteins. Magnetic zeolite -Fe2O3/TS-1 with core@shell structure has been 

prepared successfully and used as catalyst in photocatalytic degradation of phenol or 4-

chlorophenol and thiophene oxidation.[8] A more detailed description of each magnetic zeolite 

composite type and their application is presented in the recent review.[9]  

To date, three different synthesis methods have been used to synthesize core-zeolite shell 

structures; (i) seeded growth; (ii) direct synthesis and (iii) physical coating. [10] Cheng et al., 

prepared magnetic zeolite -Fe2O3/TS-1 with core-shell structure by using seeded growth 

method, and tested this nanostructure in the photocatalytic degradation of organic contaminants. 

It is important to emphasize that achieving a core-shell material with a shell thickness below 
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100 nm is still a challenge by using seeded growth approach, since the minimum shell thickness 

is limited to the size of the zeolite seeds (40–50 nm).[10] Such a drawback can be overcome 

using in situ method, wherein a coating process is favored by the simultaneous nucleation, 

adsorption, and growth of seeds on the surface of the core particles, all performed in a one-pot 

synthesis. Using in situ method, some authors have reported the use of these magnetic zeolites 

in the removal of different contaminants. For example, García-Aguilar et al., [11] prepared ferrite 

core with a well-defined shell of zeolite ZSM-5 by submitting a suspension of TiO2-coated 

nickel ferrite nanoparticles to hydrothermal treatment in an aqueous precursor solution. Yu et 

al.,[12] used magnetic particles impregnated with zeolite A to remove ammonium from water, 

whereas Liu et al., [13] added magnetite particles to a zeolite A precursor solution in order to 

produce magnetic zeolites for posteriorly application to remove heavy metal ions from aqueous 

solutions. Despite that the previous studies have demonstrated the formation zeolite shell on 

magnetic particles, the competition between nucleation centers in the bulk gel and on the 

surface of the core particle resulting in abundant formation core-free zeolite particles has been 

also reported.[10] An alternative, and more practical approach is the physical coating where the 

microsized-core particles are coated by zeolite crystals using a binder.[14] This approach allows 

circumventing some of the main disadvantages of the previously mentioned techniques, 

including core dissolution and core-free zeolite formation. Nonetheless, the use of binder can 

decrease the concentration of active sites and their accessibility. Additionally, this technique is 

mainly applicable to recover microsized particles as a core.[10] While recent works on core-shell 

nanostructures are becoming increasingly in quantitative and insightful, synthesis techniques to 

prepare core-zeolitic shell nanostructures (< 100 nm) with discrete, uniform, and finely tunable 

shell thickness without the generation of core-free zeolite particles are still challenging. 

Herein, we present a procedure to obtain magnetic -Fe2O3@mSiO2 core-shell nanoparticles 

containing ultra-small domains of silicalite-1 (-Fe2O3@mSiO2/Silicalite-1). It was found that 

a mixture comprising Fe3O4@mSiO2 nanostructures and TPAOH as an OSDA under 

hydrothermal conditions enables a reorganization of amorphous TPA+−silicate composites in 

the shell and further formation of ultra-small domains containing the secondary building units 

(SBU) of silicalite-1. In an effort to elucidate the formation of intermediates during the 

recrystallization of mSiO2 into silicalite-1 zeolite, the structural, microstructural, and textural 

evolution of the products were characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD), Raman spectroscopy, 

Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), scanning electron microscope (SEM) with 

Energy dispersive X-ray (EDS), Transmission electron micrograph (TEM) and nitrogen 

physisorption. We also demonstrated that the -Fe2O3@mSiO2/Silicalite-1 products show 
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promising functional properties such as superparamagnetism confirmed by the superconducting 

quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometer measurements, and adsorption capacity 

for removing aniline from aqueous solution. These findings provide more options and insight 

into the prospective synthesis of nanosized core-shell structures containing zeolitic shell. 

2. Results and discussion 

2.1. Structural and textural characteristic of calcined samples 

The main text of the article should appear here with headings as appropriate. The 

recrystallization of amorphous silica nanoparticles into silicalite-1 using tetrapropylammonium 

(TPA+ cations as structure directing agent) in the presence of limited amounts of water has been 

previously reported.[15] We have used similar approach to recrystallize the mSiO2 shell initially 

growth on the Fe3O4 nanoparticles into Silicalite-1. Figure 1a shows powder XRD patterns of 

the calcined products collected after hydrothermal treatment for different periods of time. No 

new Bragg reflections have been observed for the products prepared up to 12 h of hydrothermal 

treatment, and the solid product shows mainly a broad band at 20−25° (2θ), characteristic of 

amorphous silica. Typical Bragg diffraction peaks corresponding to the MFI framework 

structure started to appear in the XRD patterns of the sample Fe@Si-24, and the intensities of 

XRD peaks sharply increased for the sample Fe@Si-24. These peaks corresponding to the 

crystallographic planes of silicalite-1.[16] The XRD pattern of the sample hydrothermally treated 

up to 24 h also shows an additional peak at around 35.34° (2θ) as indicated by an arrow in 

Figure 1. This peak can be observed in the as-prepared products (Figure S4). The XRD pattern 

of precursor magnetic core (Figure S5) contains a peak that can be indexed to the (311) plane 

of the cubic structure of magnetite (JCPDS card No. 79-0416). Similar peak is observed for the 

as-prepared and calcined Fe3O4@mSiO2 nanostructured samples (Figure S5). Noteworthy, 

magnetite and maghemite (-Fe2O3) have inverse-spinel structure with similar lattice spacing, 

and distinguishing between these two phases with diffraction is difficult for nanoparticles 

smaller than 20 nm.[17] Therefore, we further investigated the structure of the calcined product 

by Raman spectroscopy (Figure 1b), which allows distinguishing between different iron oxide 

compounds based on characteristic vibrational modes.[18] Three broad bands at 710, 483 and 

350 cm−1, which are assigned to A1g, Eg and Tg, phonon modes of maghemite, respectively,[19] 

are observed for the series of samples obtained up to 24 of HT. Therefore, the Raman data 

indicate the presence of γ-Fe2O3 phase in the calcined samples and support that the diffraction 

peak observed at 35.34° 2θ in the XRD patterns correspond to the (311) plane of the -Fe2O3 

phase (JCPDS card No. 39-1346). These observations are in a good agreement with the phase 

transition of Fe3O4 occuring under thermal treatment. The importance of the SiO2 shell to hinder 
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the phase transformation of -Fe2O3 to hematite (-Fe2O3) as a non-magnetic phase, during the 

calcination was shown.[20] Raman spectra also contain the characteristic bands of silicalite-1 at 

825, 470, 373 and 292 cm−1,[21] emerging for the sample Fe@Si-24 and consequently increases 

in the intensity for the sample Fe@Si-48. This result indicates that the crystallinity of silicalite-

1 increased with increasing the hydrothermal treatment, which is in a good agreement with the 

XRD data. 

 

Figure 1. (a) XRD patterns and (b) Raman spectra of calcined samples after hydrothermal 

treatment for different periods of time (3 - 48 h).   

 

Structural evolution of calcined products was further investigated by FTIR spectroscopy 

(Figure 2a). Compared to FTIR spectrum of precursor Fe@Si (Figure S6), the FTIR bands at 

474, 802, and 1100 − 1300 cm−1 observed in the sample Fe@Si-3 can be assigned to the bending 

mode of Si−O, and symmetric stretch and asymmetric stretch of Si−O−Si, respectively.[22] A 

weak broad band at 592 cm−1 appears in the sample Fe@Si-6, which is assigned to the 

asymmetric stretching mode of the five-member rings (5MR) for MFI structure.[23] Noteworthy, 

this region overlaps with the bands at 636 and 577 cm-1 (Figure S6), assigned to the Fe–O 

stretching vibration of γ-Fe2O3 phase.[18] Therefore, a possible role of these bands cannot be 

excluded.  With further hydrothermal treatment (sample Fe@Si-12), the band at 592 cm−1 is 

shifted to ca. 570 cm−1, suggesting that the 5MRs are become more rigid, i.e. a shrinkage of 

5MRs takes place.[23] This band has been assigned to the presence ultra-small domains 

containing SBU of silicalite-1.[24] In addition, the bending mode of Si−O shifts to 470 cm−1, 

indicating a gradual increase in periodic structures. The band of 5MRs shifts to ca. 554 cm−1 
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and two bands at 1109 and 1235 cm−1 can be observed for the sample Fe@Si-24. The latter 

bands are assigned to the external Si−O asymmetric stretching band of silicalite-1 phase. With 

further prolonging the HT, the intensity of these absorption increased, which is indicating the 

long-range crystalline order and growth of silicalite-1 crystals.[23] Further in situ adsorption of 

isobutanol was carried out to identify the formation of short range crystalline order in the 

silicate structure containing 5MRs after short time of HT.[25] Figure 2b shows FTIR spectra of 

isobutanol adsorbed in the calcined samples, where the characteristic CH3 and CH2 stretching 

vibration bands between 3000 and 2800 cm−1 are evident. [26] For the Fe@Si sample, isobutanol 

is only adsorbed on silanol groups as indicated by the presence of a band at 3745 cm−1. The 

intensity of this band decreases with increasing the time of hydrothermal treatment, and 

completely disappears for the sample Fe@Si-48. Furthermore, an increase in the intensity of 

the bands in the region 3000−2800 cm−1 is observed. Interestingly; a dramatic increase in the 

normalized peak area was observed for the samples Fe@Si-12 and Fe@Si-24 (Figure 2b, inset), 

indicating that most of the accessible micropores are formed simultaneously with the formation 

of ultra-small domains containing SBU of silicalite-1. 

 

Figure 2. (a) FTIR spectra of samples prepared for different crystallization time (3-48 h) and 

(b) in situ FTIR spectra of isobutanol adsorbed at 35 °C on calcined samples prepared for 

different periods of time (3-48 h) in comparison to the initial Fe@Si sample. Inset; normalized 

peak area. 
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The textural properties of the calcined samples were studied by N2 physisorption measurements 

(Figure 3). N2 physisorption isotherms of samples Fe@Si-3 and Fe@Si-6 exhibited hysteresis 

loops corresponding to the mesopores with a pore size of 17 nm (Figure 3 inset). These samples 

show very similar N2 physisorption isotherms, and a slight increase in the specific surface and 

mesopore volume (Table 1), when compared to the Fe@Si sample (Figure S7). As can be seen, 

the surface area of the samples increased with extending the HT treatment time from 6 h to 12 

h. This result is attributed to the partial transformation of silica into zeolite and the generation 

of micropores in the silica shell (Table 1). The FTIR data are in a good agreement with this 

observation. The hysteresis loops due to mesopores and the sharp uptakes at low relative 

pressure, characteristic of micropores, simultaneously increased for the sample Fe@Si-24 

(Figure 3). From the shape of the isotherm, we infer that a complex material containing 

micropores and mesopores are obtained after 12 and 24 h HT. We postulate that mesopores are 

further developed by partial dissolution of core-shell nanostructure as reflected in the 

broadening of the mesopore size distribution (Figure 3, inset). N2 physisorption Type IV 

isotherm with a very small hysteresis loop for the sample Fe@Si-48 is measured, indicating the 

presence of micropores predominantly (Figure 2).  

 

Figure 3. N2 physisorption isotherms of calcined samples after hydrothermal treatment for 

different periods of time (3-48 h). Inset: pore size distribution curves.  
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Table 1. Textural properties of calcined samples after different time of HT treatment.  

Sample 
Surface areaa) 

(m2 g−1) 

Micr. areab) 

(m2 g−1) 

Vmicro
b) 

(cm3 g−1) 

Vtotal
c) 

(cm3 g−1) 

Fe@Si-3 132 - 0.00 0.34 

Fe@Si-6 143 - 0.00 0.35 

Fe@Si-12 226 30 0.03 0.43 

Fe@Si-24 377 140 0.10 0.52 

Fe@Si-48 478 295 0.13 0.29 
a) Calculated by Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) method from the adsorption data obtained at 

P/P0 between 0.05 and 0.25. 

b) Micropore area and volume determined by t-plot method. 

c) Total pore volume determined via the single-point method. 

 

3.2 Microstructural evolution of samples during the hydrothermal treatment.  

The morphological change of the samples during the hydrothermal treatment was initially 

observed by SEM. Figure 4 shows selected SEM images of the microstructure of the precursor 

Fe3O4@mSiO2 and as-synthesized products after 12h, 24h and 48 h HT treatment. The 

Fe3O4@mSiO2 nanostructure (Figure 4a) consists of irregular aggregates formed by 

nanoparticles with spherical morphology (see TEM image in Figure S3a). No significant change 

in morphology was observed in the as-synthesized Fe@Si-12 samples (Figure 2a and Figure 

S8). Results from the XRD and Raman spectroscopy suggested the presence of silicalite-1 

crystals domains for the sample Fe@Si-24 (Figure 1), and the SEM revealed the formation of 

crystals with a size of 100 - 200 nm (Figure 4c). The silicalite-1 crystal are embedded in the 

solid aggregates. However, large aggregates formed by micron-sized particles are also observed 

(Figure S8). According to the EDS elemental mapping, the Si-rich region is present in the as-

synthesized sample Fe@Si-24, while Fe and Si are homogeneously distributed in the as-

synthesized sample Fe@Si-12 (Figure S9). This result suggests a phase transition proceeds 

between 12 and 24 h HT treatment. Prolonged hydrothermal treatment to 48 h resulted in the 

formation of crystals with larger sizes of 250 − 460 nm with crystal-like facets, characteristic 

of silicalite-1 solely prepared in at 90 °C. 
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Figure 4. SEM images of the precursor Fe3O4@mSiO2 nanostructure and of the as-synthesized 

samples after different HT times (scale bar = 500 nm).  

 

Particle size of the samples along the hydrothermal treatment were investigated by DLS (Figure 

5). The hydrodynamic diameter of the as-synthesized sample Fe@Si-3 with an average diameter 

of 91 nm is almost identical to the initial material prior hydrothermal treatment; the sample has 

nearly monodisperse particle size distribution (Figure S2c and S2d). A gradual shift to lower 

average sizes from 88 to 68 nm is observed for as-synthesized samples Fe@Si-6 and Fe@Si-

12, respectively. Two distinctive peaks corresponding to particles a hydrodynamic diameter of 

62 and 262 nm are observed for the as-synthesized sample Fe@Si-24. These results are 

consistent with the SEM observation (Figure 4) showing the formation of micron-sized particles 

after 24h HT. Finally, a monomodal size distribution of crystals with an average hydrodynamic 

size of 360 nm is observed for the as-synthesized sample Fe@Si-48. In addition to DLS size 

distributions presented as a function of scattering intensity (Figure 5a), the size distributions as 

a function of number of particles is also shown. A decrease in the average hydrodynamic 

diameter from 51 nm to 39 nm for the as-synthesized samples Fe@Si-3 and Fe@Si-24, 

respectively, is observed (Figure 5b). Note that a monodisperse particle size distribution curve 

is measured for the sample after 24 h HT which is different from the DLS intensity 

representation curve (Figure 5b). This is due to the fact that, in the DLS size distribution by 

numbers, the presence of a few large particles is masked by the large number of small particles. 

This result suggests that the product prepared after 24 h HT is mainly formed by nanoparticles 

with the average hydrodynamic size of 42 nm. For the as-synthesized sample Fe@Si-48, 
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particles with a diameter between 136 and 482 nm are formed (Figure 6b), which is in a good 

agreement with the particles size observed by SEM (Figure 4). DLS results show a decrease in 

the size of particles during the period 3 – 24h HT that clearly suggest a gradual dissociation of 

the silica shell. We monitored the rate of shell leaching of the Fe3O4@mSiO2 particles under 

hydrothermal treatment for various times using DLS. The leaching rate is approximately 0.416 

nm h-1 thus suggesting that the mSiO2 shell has been leached completely after 37 h HT. The 

combination of microscopy and DLS analysis suggests that silicalite-1 crystals are formed after 

24 h HT. 

 

Figure 5 DLS particle size distribution curves expressed as a function of intensity (a) and 

number of particles (b) for as-synthesized samples prepared for different HT time (3-48 h).  

 

To further observe the dissolution of the mSiO2 shell and the microstructural evolution during 

the hydrothermal treatment, the as-synthesized samples were characterized by TEM (Figure 6). 

The core-shell nanostructure was well preserved after the hydrothermal treatment as shown in 

the TEM pictures. The as-synthesized samples Fe@Si-6, Fe@Si-12 and Fe@Si-24 contain 

monodisperse particles with mean diameters of 40.6, 36.4, and 32.4 nm, respectively. These 

results are consistent with the DLS analysis (Figure 5b). With increasing the HT time, not only 

the particles size decreases, but the silica shell surface became significantly rough. The rough 

surface would reflect on the larger surface area than the smooth one. Indeed, a slight increase 

in the specific surface area is observed for the samples Fe@Si-6 and Fe@Si-12 (Table1). In 

addition, the mesoporosity of the silica shell becomes higher as the HT increases, which is in a 

good agreement with the N2 adsorption–desorption isotherms o the calcined products (Figure 
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3). Shell-free magnetic core is observed in the as-synthesized sample Fe@Si-24 thus confirming 

the dissolution of the mSiO2 shell (Figure 6c, inset). As shown by HR-TEM (Figure 6b, d and 

f), the hydrothermal treatment leads to morphological changes as well. Interestingly, local 

periodic structure is clearly visible for the as-synthesized sample Fe@Si-12 (dotted circles in 

Figure 6d), while in the case of as-synthesized sample Fe@Si-24, ordered arrays of crystalline 

microporous framework can be observed (Figure 6f). Small crystalline domains have been 

observed within the amorphous phase during the initial stage of crystallization of zeolites.[27] 

These results strongly demonstrate that ultra-small domains containing SBU of silicalite-1 in 

the sample obtained for 12 h HT treatment are formed within the mSiO2 shell, and further HT 

treatment improve the crystallinity of the particles, which is in accordance with FTIR analysis 

(Figure 2a). At 48 h HT treatment, the sample is composed by core-free silicalite-1 crystals and 

small aggregated nanoparticle (Figure S10). The crystalline structure of the small nanoparticles 

was confirmed by selected area electron diffraction (SAED) anaysis. The dot pattern of SAED 

corresponds to Fe3O4 (JCPDS card No. 19-0629) thus demonstrating that the hydrothermal 

treatment maintains the single crystal integrity of the core. 

 

Figure 6 TEM images of as-synthesized samples (a,b)  Fe@Si-6, (c,d) Fe@Si-12 and (e,f) 

Fe@Si-24. Arrows are pointing to different crystalline orientations of zeolite fringes in the 

mSiO2 shell.  
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On the basis of our observations herein, we propose a scheme representing the formation of 

ultra-small domains of silicalite-1 in the shell of the composites during the hydrothermal 

treatment (Scheme 1). Initially, most TPA+ species are present in the liquid phase, while a 

portion penetrate into the mesoporous silica shell (stage i). Dissolution of the mSiO2 shell by 

etching occur during the hydrothermal treatment, yielding rough surface of the Fe3O4@mSiO2 

and release of Si species (stage ii). Upon further hydrothermal treatment, reorganization of the 

TPA+−silicate species and formation of ultra-small crystalline domains containing the SBU of 

MFI type framework structure gradually proceeds (stage iii). After that, the TPA+ −silicate shell 

grows via solid-state reorganization. As the mSiO2 dissolution proceeds, the nucleation of 

silicalite-1 nanocrystals is driven by supersaturation of silicate species in the solution (stage iv), 

which is in line with previous reports.[28] Finally, larger silicalite-1 crystals are formed leading 

to a complete deletion of mSiO2 shell and absence of core-shell nanostructure (stage v). It has 

been claimed recently that silicalite-1 crystal grows via a combination of classical and non-

classical mechanisms by the addition of both silicate species and nanoparticle precursors, 

respectively.[29] We do not discard that ultra-small domain had been detached from the shell 

and then aggregates to silicalite-1 crystal at longer hydrothermal treatment times. The solid 

rearrangement of the amorphous SiO2 shell into zeolite crystals may provide some guidance for 

further optimization of the synthesis process where other heteroatoms can be introduced in the 

structure of zeolite catalysts such as Al, B, Sn, etc.  

 

Scheme 1. Proposed scheme for the formation of -Fe2O3@mSiO2/Silicalite-1 composite 

during hydrothermal treatment. Water molecules and hydroxyl anions are omitted for clarity. 
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3.3 Evaluation of adsorption performance  

This type of nanostructure containing micro or mesopores can serve as potential adsorbent 

owing to the unique shape selectivity adsorption and easy separation by using external magnetic 

field. A preliminary adsorption study was performed using SiO2/Silicalite-1 adsorbent for 

aniline removal from water.[30] The calcined samples were employed to adsorb aniline from an 

aqueous solution at pH 6.72 and room temperature. As shown in Figure 7a, the qt increases 

sharply with an increasing the contact time, indicating a very rapid adsorption reaction between 

aniline and the solid surface. Indeed, more than 95% of the maximum adsorption capacity was 

achieved within the first 5 min. The adsorption capacity of sample Fe@Si-12 reaches 13.17 mg 

g-1, while similar values were achieved for the samples Fe@Si Fe@Si-3 and Fe@Si-6 (5.01, 

5.42 and 5.98 mg g-1, respectively). Further, the samples Fe@Si-24 and Fe@Si-48 show 

increased adsorption capacity to 27.4 and 58.2 mg g-1, respectively. As previously reported, the 

molecular size of aniline is 0.59 nm which is similar to the pores size of silicalite-1 (0.56 nm).[31] 

Zeolites showed distinct adsorption affinity to molecules with molecular size similar to their 

pores due the so-called close-fit theory.[32,33] It is suggested that, the increase of qt is related to 

the presence of mesopores in sample Fe@Si-12 that facilitate the diffusion of aniline from the 

solution. 

Further the magnetic properties of the samples were evaluated. The room-temperature magnetic 

characterization using a SQUID magnetometer indicates that the sample Fe@Si-12 possess a 

magnetization saturation value of 3.9 emug-1 (Figure 7b). The coercivity and the remanence 

were found to be 11.6 Oe and 0.06 emu g-1, respectively (Figure 8b, inset), which revealed that 

the superparamagnetic behavior of the magnetic nanoparticle core remains after the 

hydrothermal treatment and calcination steps. However, the saturation magnetization is 

considerably lower than the bear magnetic Fe3O4 nanoparticle core (43.6 emu g−1), which is 

due to presence of non-magnetic shell.[22] Low saturation magnetization is also observed for the 

precursor Fe3O4@mSiO2 (see Figure S11). Although saturation magnetization is relatively low, 

the product prepared after 12h could still be easily collected using an external magnetic field 

(Figure 7c). 
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Figure 7. (a) Kinetic adsorption of aniline; (b) hysteresis loops measured at 300 K of the sample 

Fe@Si-12; and (c) a photo showing the magnetic separation by applying a magnetic field to the 

aniline solution in the presence of the sample Fe@Si-12 after 1 min (left). 

 

3. Conclusion 

In summary, we have reported an approach to synthesize nanosized (< 100 nm) and narrowly 

size-dispersed -Fe2O3@mSiO2 nanoparticles containing ultra-small domains of silicalite-1 (-

Fe2O3@mSiO2/Silicalite-1). The strategy is based on the solid-state reorganization of the 

amorphous SiO2 shell formed onto Fe2O3 into silicalite-1 using TPA+ as an OSDA under 

hydrothermal conditions. The mechanism of formation of silicalite-1 shell during the 

hydrothermal treatment of the silica on -Fe2O3 is proposed. We also demonstrated that the 

calcined samples showed promising superparamagnetism, and the adsorption capacity towards 

aniline from aqueous solution is improved. 

 

4. Experimental Section 

Synthesis of Fe3O4@mSiO2 nanostructures: All chemicals were of analytical grade and used 

without further purification. Fe3O4 nanoparticles (NPs) with a uniform diameter of 13.8 nm 

(Figure S1) were obtained by thermal decomposition.[34] In a typical preparation, 4 g of iron 

oleate complex were added to a solution containing 0.32 mL of oleic acid (Synth, P.A.) and 

12.5 mL of 1-octadecene (Aldrich, 90 %). The resulting brown solution was stirred for 30 min 

and transferred to a three-necked round-bottom flask and heated to 320 °C for 60 min under a 

N2 atmosphere. The solution was cool to room temperature, and the as-prepared solid was 

separated, washed several times with a mixture of hexane : acetone solution in a ratio of 1 : 4 

(v/v), and finally dispersed in cyclohexane (5 mg mL-1) for further use. 
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Fe3O4@mSiO2 core-shell nanostructures with an average size of 50.7 nm and silica shell 

thickness close to 15.6 nm (see Figure S2 in the Supporting Information for additional details) 

were prepared by the reverse microemulsion method.[22] In a typical synthesis, 10 mL of Igepal 

CO-520 (Sigma-Aldrich) and 20 mL of the abovementioned Fe3O4 NPs dispersion were mixed 

with 160 mL of cyclohexane (Sigma-Aldrich, 99%) under ultrasonication for 10 min and then 

kept for 20 min under vigorous stirring. Subsequently, 2 mL of ammonium hydroxide (Synth, 

25%−28%) was added dropwise under magnetic stirring. Finally, 4 mL of tetraethyl 

orthosilicate (Sigma-Aldrich, ≥99%) was added sequentially dropwise into the above 

suspension at a precisely controlled rate of 0.5 mL h-1 by using a Syringe Pump (KDS 100). 

Four times fractionated drop was adopted. After stirring the resulting mixture for 36 h, the 

Fe3O4@mSiO2 nanostructures was precipitated using an excess of ethanol, washed several 

times with deionized water, and then stored in deionized water (5 mg mL-1) for further use.  

Recrystallization of mSiO2 shell into Silicalite-1:  The recrystallization of mSiO2 shell into 

Silicalite-1 were performed under hydrothermal synthesis. In brief, 100 g the as-synthesized 

Fe3O4@mSiO2 nanostructures were separated by centrifugation and then dispersed in TPAOH 

(1M), to which deionized water was added in order to prepare a well-dispersed suspension. The 

molar composition of this precursor slurry is 25SiO2:4.5TPAOH:260H2O (where SiO2 

precursor is mSiO2 shell). Adequate amount of Fe3O4@mSiO2 was used based on the ICP and 

TG results (Table S1). The resulting mixture was sonicated for 20 min and stirred for 30 min at 

room temperature. Then, the mixture was transferred to a 5 mL Teflon-lined autoclave and 

hydrothermally treated at 90 °C for different time (3, 6, 12, 24 and 48 h). After the prescribed 

synthesis time, the products were separated by centrifugation and subsequently washed with 

distilled water until the filtrate had an approximately neutral pH. The as-prepared products were 

dry at 80 °C overnight and calcined in air at 550 °C for 5 h. Calcined samples were named 

Fe@Si-h, where h is the time of hydrothermal treatment. The Fe3O4@mSiO2 precursor was 

calcined at same condition and named Fe@Si. 

Materials characterization: X-ray diffraction patterns were recorded using a PANalytical 

X’Pert Pro diffractometer equipped with a Cu Kα X-ray source (40 kV, 40 mA, λ = 1.5418 Å). 

Raman spectra were recorded on a confocal microprobe Raman system (Horiba Jobin Yvon 

Labram 300) at a fixed laser excitation of 532 nm. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) experiments 

were conducted on a Malvern Zetasizer Nano instrument equipped with a backscattering 

geometry (scattering angle of 173°, He−Ne laser with a wavelength of 632.8 nm). Fourier 

transform infrared (FTIR) spectra were recorded on a Nexus IR spectrophotometer using KBr. 

The morphology of the solid products was observed using a Tescan Mira I LMH scanning 
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electron microscope (SEM) under an accelerating voltage of 20 kV. Energy dispersive X-ray 

(EDX) analysis was performed using two Bruker XFLASH 6/30 EDX cameras. Transmission 

electron micrograph (TEM) images were obtained by a Philips FEI Tecnai G2 microscopy 

operating at 300 kV. Nitrogen physisorption analysis was carried out on a Micromeritics ASAP 

2020 gas adsorption analyzer. Prior to analysis, the samples were degassed at 200 °C for 12 h. 

In situ FTIR adsorption of butanol were recorded with a Nicolet 6700. Inductively coupled 

plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) measurements were recorded using a 7900 ICP-MS from 

Agilent Technologies. TGA was performed with a thermogravimetry analyzer (SETARAM 

SETSYS 1750 CS) under oxygen atmosphere from 25 to 800 °C at a heating rate of 5 °C min-

1. For the measurement of isobutanol adsorption IR spectra, the products were pressed into self-

supported disks (2 cm2 area, 20 mg cm−2) and placed in an IR cell equipped with KBr windows. 

Spectra were recorded in the 400−4000 cm−1 range at 4 cm−1 with 128 scans. A homemade IR 

cell was used to evacuate the samples; then samples were heated up to 200 °C for 3 h under 

vacuum before the measurements. Precise amount of isobutanol (0.5 Torr) were introduced into 

the cell and kept in equilibrium for 10 min at 35 °C until their corresponding FTIR bands 

reached saturation. To allow the comparison of different products, the spectra were normalized 

to the samples' mass and plotted as absorbance per gram over the wavelength. Magnetization 

measurements were performed on a MPMS XL superconducting quantum interference device 

(SQUID) magnetometer at 25 °C.  

Adsorption studies: The main text of the article should appear here with headings as appropriate. 

The adsorption of aniline was investigated using batch experiments at 25 °C as follows: 20 mg 

of adsorbents was dispersed into 20 mL of aqueous solutions with initial concentrations (C0) 

equal to 200 mg g-1. The mixture was sonicated for about 1 minute to ensure uniform dispersion 

and then vigorously stirred for different time. The adsorbent was separated by using a magnet. 

The supernatant solutions were subjected to UV−vis analysis (Varian Cary 4000 UV–vis 

spectrometer) for determining the equilibrium concentrations of aniline (Ct). The adsorption 

capacity, qt (mg g-1), was calculated as follows: 

𝑞𝑡 =
(𝐶0− 𝐶𝑡)𝑉

𝑀
                            (1) 

where Ct, V and M are the volume of the aqueous solution (L) and mass of the adsorbent (g), 

respectively (the calibration curve is presented in Figure S3). 

 

Supporting Information  

Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from the author. 
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A facile method to prepare nanosized (< 100 nm) and narrowly size-dispersed magnetic core-

shell containing ultra-small domains of silicalite-1 (-Fe2O3@mSiO2/Silicalite-1) by the solid-

state reorganization of the amorphous SiO2 shell formed onto Fe2O3 into silicalite-1 using TPA+ 

as an OSDA under hydrothermal condition. Additionally, adsorption capacity towards aniline 

from aqueous solution is improved due the presence of ultra-small domains of silicalite-1.    
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Synthesis of core-shell magnetic nanoparticles containing ultra-small domains of 
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